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Fortnite Box Fight Tournament Rules
iHOOP NATION RULE
➢ Must be able to be found to be added as a friend
➢ Must have registered with iHoop Nation
➢ Players under 18 years old must have a parent/guardian
accept the rules for them when registering.
All players will keep and have a welcoming and socially friendly
environment during all games. Any harassing/non-sportsmanlike
conduct will not be tolerated. Any player not complying with this
request will be disqualified.
➢ 8-Player, Box Fight, 10 rounds
➢ +1 point for placement
➢ +2 point for an elimination
➢ +2 points for Win
➢ Check-in through text 1-hour prior to start of event.
➢ Start Fortnite
➢ Go to the Lobby
➢ Add your opponents as a friends
➢ Enter Creative, Invite your opponents
➢ Once all players are in the Lobby “READY UP”
➢ Select the First Server option Creative
➢ After Spawning, Go up to Digital Consoles and Change
Destination. Press Square to use console.
➢ Enter Code “8116-8307-0921” Start the match
➢ All Players are responsible for making sure all settings are
set to the tournament requirements.
➢ All Players have 15-minutes to enter the game once
matchups are texted out to each player. After the 15-Min
waiting tournament will proceed without any players in the
lobby.
➢ All players will be required to submit a text message back to
confirm they received their match-up.
➢ Winner is required to submit a screen shot of the final score
through Text Message to receive Credit.
➢ If you feel there is a need to have a protest, please make
sure to have evidence (screen shots, recordings) that you
can submit to iHoop Nation
➢ Any player that quits in the middle of the game is
disqualified and will receive a loss.
➢ Any player that loses connection to the internet and cannot
continue will receive a loss.
➢ Any actions that all an unfair advantage is illegal, and the
player will receive a loss.
➢ Sending a result of a game while the game is still in progress
will constitute that player to receive a loss.
➢ A minimum of fair play is required in all matches, always.
➢ Tournament Champion qualifies for our Tournament of
Champions Tournament.

